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I The Beginnings
Marianna stark

a p p r o p r i at e ac q u i s i t i o n

the Three stages
of Art
Collecting

How to nurture young talent, live with world-class masterpieces
and part with beloved works. As told to Sue Hostetler
Art may or may not imitate life—let’s leave that chicken-and-egg
circularity to the philosophers—but art collections certainly do.
They are born into loving homes; over time, they grow in size and
complexity, and then they move on and join new homes. In the byzantine
world of contemporary art, it pays to have models to follow. So we sought
guidance from passionate collectors at three very different stages.
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I grew up in San Francisco,
about a mile and a half
from the de Young Museum. When I was a kid, I
would ride my bike to the
museum on the weekends and wander
around for hours. I majored in art history
at Berkeley but was scared to go into the
arts, knowing it’d be hard to make ends
meet. So I ended up in the corporate
world. But to stay close to art I joined
the young professionals membership
groups at the San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art, New York MoMA and the
Met, for the institutions’ behind-thescenes access to exhibits and curators
and trips to artists’ studios and galleries.
Along the way I learned the politics and
economics of the art world.
I bought my first piece in 2001, when
I was 30. It was a large painting on
paper by Taliah Lempert. I went out to
Williamsburg in New York to meet her
in person; I know almost all the 80 artists in my collection, and many of them
are close friends. I’ll never forget the
time I carried $400 in cash to a singleroom-occupancy hotel in the Tenderloin
to buy a sculpture from Kottie Paloma
that he had made from a pair of khakis
and a pillowcase. He took my money
and said, “Now I can get my cell phone
turned back on, call my parents and tell
them I’m alive.”
It seems as if young professionals in
general start out focusing on establishing themselves and becoming wealthy.
Supporting the arts comes later for most
people. What the visual arts have to offer,
though, is a community experience. I primarily buy the work of Bay Area–based
emerging artists. Most of the pieces I
choose are in the mid-three-figure range,
and I buy because I love the work and I
want to support the artist.
I like that there’s no right answer yet
about what new work is all about—it was
just made! Everyone is trying to figure it
out together. You don’t need a degree in
art history to be able to say why you like
or don’t like a piece of art.
Continued »

from left: taliah lempert/bicyclepaintings.com; drew altizer photography, courtesy sfmoma

Spaceliner on Red, 2001, by Taliah Lempert
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Junkyard, 2002, by Jeff Koons, from the collection of the Wagners, who
promised to gift the piece to New York’s Whitney Museum of American Art

The first piece
Mrs. Broad and I
purchased was a
van Gogh drawing. Then came
Picasso. We also have up some of
the earlier works we collected, like a
Miró from 1933 and several works
by Warhol. Our taste has clearly
changed over the years. In the
1980s we became very interested in
Cindy Sherman’s film stills, though
we don’t have any Shermans in the
house. Our home has an awful lot
of light, so there are very few places
where we can put photography.
But outside of that, I don’t
find deciding what to hang in our
personal space difficult at all. We
select things that we want to live
with every single day. Highlights
of what we have on the walls
right now from our 500-work
collection include Jasper Johns’s
Flag, which we keep in our living
room; a Johns crosshatch painting; and then we’ve also got ten
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in the bedroom.”

III Giving It Away

Thea westreich and
ethan wagner

Lifelong collectors, on the eve of bequeathing more
than 800 pieces of their 1,000-plus collection—which
includes artists like Diane Arbus, Jeff Koons and
Christopher Wool—to the Whitney Museum of
American Art and the Centre Pompidou
Our collecting began in fits and starts in
the 1980s. Together we began to be, and I
suspect always will be, interested in the art
of our time. Our inclination is to collect in
depth—to understand each artist fully requires more than one work. We’re usually so intrigued with
what they’re doing that we want to stay with them. The
only thing that really ever stops us is the limitations of our
finances. You can’t buy everything that interests you, but
you can continue to engage with the art. Not everything is
about acquisition and ownership—it’s about the journey,

clockwise from top left: rendering by herzog & de meuron/courtesy pÉrez art museum miami; keith haring 1966 buick
special, 1983/courtesy venus over manhattan; damien hirst untitled (spot mini), 2000/courtesy venus over manhattan

Philanthropist, entrepreneur
and founding chairman of the
Museum of Contemporary
Art, Los Angeles

disturbing
imagery

clockwise from top left: the broad foundations; © cy twombly foundation, image courtesy the eli and edythe l. broad collection,
los angeles; JÜrgen frank; © jeff koons, image courtesy thea westreich wagner and ethan wagner, new york

Masterpiece

Eli broad

works by Cy Twombly. (Twombly
is a favorite of Mrs. Broad’s.) We
also have Jeff Koons’s Rabbit. I
can’t say we have any favorites,
though what the art world considers to be the greatest masterpieces, if measured by value,
would be the Koons bunny and
then Flag...so I suppose they’re
the two pieces I would likely grab
if there were a fire.
We can have only 100 works up
at one time, and occasional rotation gives us the opportunity to
live with different pieces. We hang
the most important work by each
artist, rather than chronologically
or thematically. Our art works
really well with the decor we have,
though we obviously don’t pick
pieces to match! You choose things
to live with that have emotional
appeal. What you hang in your
living room is different from what
hangs in your bedroom. Obviously
we would not want dark or disturbing imagery in the bedroom.
Owning and living with art
like this makes you a steward of
these masterpieces. We have a
responsibility to make sure they’re
seen now and in the future by the
widest possible audience, which
we currently do with collection
loans and will do with an even
greater scope next year, when the
new Broad Museum opens.

Leaving Paphos Ringed with Waves (III), 2009, by Cy Twombly

II Living with a

“obviously, we
would not want

about the evolution of ideas, the excitement of discovery.
The decision that the work should go
to an institution was predicated on the
reality that we weren’t going to live forever, that the work was significant enough
to go to the public and that there were
institutions for whom the actual pieces we
owned were really important. Once we
decided on it, it did change the way we
collected a bit, in the sense that we would
say, “Well, if it’s goingto go to a museum,
then this new work needs to be part of
the group in order for the specific artist to
be properly represented.”
We considered a number of institutions. The Whitney seemed like the perfect
match, because it needs a lot of what we
bought in the ’80s and ’90s to fill out
those decades with important examples of
artists’ oeuvres—works that are way out
of its price range now. But it only collects
American art, so we knew we’d need
another institution to take the European
artists in the collection. We were very
affected by our early meetings with the
Pompidou, because out of the 27 European
artists in our collection, 23 were on the list
that the Pompidou wanted to acquire.
From time to time we give individual works of art to our children, and
perhaps soon we’ll do the same with our

“WE DON’T FEEL
SAD TO SEE

THESE
WORKS
GO.”

grandchildren. But it never made sense
to us, the notion of turning over a fully
formed collection of hundreds of works
to our kids. In our view, collecting art is
gratifying if it’s self-motivated. And if our
children want to collect, they will.
We don’t feel sad to see these works
go. The donation has been in our minds
for a decade; we’ll get used to it when the
time comes. After the gift, we’ll continue
living with art. It will just be that of
younger artists, for the most part, which
is what we support right now. In three or
five years, whenever we change the installation, there will be yet newer works in
the collection living with us. As much as
we sit and tell each other that we should
really stop collecting, that will probably
never happen! ♦

art

what else to
do in miami

After braving the Art Basel throngs and hitting the after-parties, the
cultural omnivore can find solace at these two must-see events.
architecture

cars

let there
be light

does it come
in “haring”?

Previewing the Pérez Art Museum Miami.

Adam Lindemann’s vehicular art show.

S

wiss architects Herzog & de Meuron
faced a daunting rival when designing
the new Pérez Art Museum Miami: nature
itself. “Our big competition for drawing
audiences,” says museum director Thom Collins,
“isn’t other cultural institutions. It’s the beach.”
So the firm developed a plan to bring the
outside in, an unusual proposition for a collecting museum, whose purpose is usually to keep
the elements at bay. Opening in December
concurrent with Art Basel Miami Beach, the
museum—formerly landlocked downtown
in its previous incarnation as the Miami Art
Museum—now sits in a park between Biscayne
Bay and the city, wrapped with windows and
a broad deck and sheltered by an enormous
louvered roof. Lush tropical plants hang down
and grow around dozens of clustered columns,
creating immersive vertical gardens open
to the public. Second-floor galleries perch
on columns that reference the bay’s stilted
houses. Most of the galleries offer views of
water, greenery or downtown. And at night
the windows allow park visitors to peek at the
international modern and contemporary art
inside. (Opening shows include works by Ai
Weiwei and Amelia Peláez.) “We wanted the
museum to be a social space,” says Collins.
The beach can wait. It’s not going anywhere.

—julia cooke
At 1103 Biscayne Blvd.; pamm.org.

H

e made a name for himself as a polo
player, financier, art collector, gallery
owner and columnist, but with his new
exhibit, Adam Lindemann is adding a
new job to his résumé. “In a sense, during the
art fair in Miami Beach, I will be a used-car
salesman.” From December 3 to 8, his New York
gallery, Venus Over Manhattan, will present
“Car Park,” a show of 14 cars that have been
transformed by notable artists. Once sold, some
vehicles (like Damien Hirst’s polka-dot MINI
Cooper, Keith Haring’s Buick or Richard Prince’s
“skull bunny” Mustang) can be driven right off
the lot—in this case, the haute parking garage
at 1111 Lincoln Road, also by Herzog & de Meuron. Others, like César’s iconic compacted cars,
are more unwieldy. “Miami and L.A. are these
warm-weather cities, where it’s fun to cruise,”
says Lindemann, a self-proclaimed motor head.
“We’re connecting to that vibe, channeling Don
Johnson in a Ferrari Daytona Spyder.” —j.s.
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